Student Organizations:
This year’s Make A Difference Day theme is “Mission Impossible”.

If your organization wishes to participate, you will be given a service “mission” to perform on Saturday, October 22, 2011, between the hours of 9 – noon.

We are looking for numerous student groups to participate. There will be a range of service projects and number of students needed to perform each project varies.

At this time we are looking for your organization to say YES to accepting a mission.

Make A Difference Day is an annual event that takes place on the fourth Saturday of October. It soon grew into the largest community service effort in the nation, rallying corporations, government leaders, charitable organizations and everyday Americans into action on one day.

If you choose to accept a mission please fill out the following form (email or print and bring to Crawford) and return ASAP:

Code Name (Name of Organization): ______________________________________________________

Chief Agent (Contact Person): ______________________________________________________

E-mail & Phone: __________________________________________________________

Number of additional Agents (How many members of your group do you expect to participate?): ______

This message will self-destruct (if you hit delete) – So PLEASE respond to Laura Foster, Career and Civic Engagement at fosterl@winthrop.edu or call 803.323.2141 with any questions!